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ABSTRACT 
Conventional automated segmentation of the human head distinguishes different tissues          
based on image intensities in an MRI volume and prior tissue probability maps (TPM). This               
works well for normal head anatomies, but fails in the presence of unexpected lesions. Deep               
convolutional neural networks leverage instead volumetric spatial patterns and can be           
trained to segment lesions, but have thus far not integrated prior probabilities. Here we add               
to a three-dimensional convolutional network spatial priors with a TPM, morphological priors            
with conditional random fields, and context with a wider field-of-view at lower resolution. The              
new architecture, which we call MultiPrior, was designed to be a fully-trainable,            
three-dimensional convolutional network. Thus, the resulting architecture represents a neural          
network with learnable spatial memories. When trained on a set of stroke patients and              
healthy subjects, MultiPrior outperforms the state-of-the-art segmentation tools such as          
DeepMedic and SPM segmentation. The approach is further demonstrated on patients with            
disorders of consciousness, where we find that cognitive state correlates positively with            
gray-matter volumes and negatively with the extent of ventricles. We make the code and              
trained networks freely available to support future clinical research projects.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Clinical and basic research require segmentation of magnetic resonance images (MRI) of            
human heads, including abnormal anatomies such as tumors or lesions. In the case of brain               
tumors, for example, it is helpful to measure the tumor volume across successive scans to               
monitor tumor growth or the response to treatment ​(1,2)​. In the case of a stroke, lesion                
studies can reveal important insights on brain function ​(3,4)​. In large populations this is only               
possible with automated segmentation ​(5–8)​. Finally, neuromodulation techniques such as          
transcranial electric stimulation rely on accurate head segmentations to numerically calculate           
the optimal stimulation montages ​(9,10)​. Such a segmentation needs to capture not only the              
brain and lesion but also the cerebrospinal fluid, ventricles, air cavities, skull, etc ​(11,12)​. 
 
A number of free tools have been developed to automate the task of segmenting the brain.                
This includes algorithms that are part of neuroimaging software packages such as SPM ​(13)              
and FSL ​(14)​. These algorithms traditionally distinguish different tissues based on the            
brightness of voxels, e.g., T1-weighted MRI: white matter is bright, gray matter is gray, and               
surrounding CSF and skull are black. Segmentation also relies on prior information on the              
type of tissue expected at different location of the head, e.g., with very high probability the                
surface of the head is skin. These probabilities are derived from large dataset of normal               
human anatomies and are stored as tissue probability maps (TPM) ​(13)​. Traditional            
algorithms that are based on intensity and location work well for subjects with normal              
anatomy, but often fail in the presence of lesions. For example, in chronic stroke patients,               
areas that typically contain brain (bright) are filled with cerebrospinal fluid (dark in T1              
images). This leads to ambiguities that confused the traditional algorithms and can result in              
errors that extend beyond the lesions. As a result, MRIs from stroke patients require manual               
 correction of the automated segmentations, despite efforts to improve on these traditional            
tools ​(6–8)​. A breakthrough has come from deep convolutional neural networks that can be              
trained to identify different tissue types based on their appearance, i.e. not just intensity but               
complex three-dimensional intensity features. For example, DeepMedic or QuickNAT are          
deep 3D convolutional networks that achieve good segmentation of stroke lesions or brain             
tumors ​(15,16)​. 
 
To-date these new network approaches have not leveraged spatial or morphological prior            
information, which have greatly benefited traditional intensity-based methods ​(17)​. Here we           
propose to leverage spatial prior information by including a TPM as additional input to a               
convolutional 3D network. We also leverage morphological priors by adding 3D Conditional            
Random Fields (CRF) as additional processing of the output of the network similar to ​(15)​.               
To do this we extend existing 2D implementations of dense CRF to 3D. Our CRF uses a                 
morphological model as penalty term instead of the commonly used Potts-model ​(18)​.            
Following the approach of DeepMedic ​(15,19) we also allow the network to learn context              
information by providing a low-resolution, but wider field-of-view at the input. We call this              
new deep, three-dimensional network, MultiPrior. This new convolutional network can be           
trained to segment the MRI volume based on 3D appearance, but it also takes voxel location                
with its prior tissue probability into account. This network is no longer shift-invariant and can               
thus learn to interpret appearance differently at different locations of the head. The CRF              
implements morphological constraints at the output. For instance, it does not allow            
segmentations where the brain touches the skin, as we know a priori that there must be at                 
least skull between brain and skin ​(17)​. The resulting architecture is in principle fully              
trainable, including the prior probabilities. Thus, the MultiPrior architecture represents a           
convolutional network with learnable spatial memories. These memories have a simple           
interpretation, and can be manually instantiated based on prior spatial knowledge.  
 
Here we train the networks on available manual segmentations including stroke patients and             
normal subjects. Based on this ground truth we objectively judge the benefits of adding prior               
information and spatial context. The largest gains are obtained by adding context or spatial              
priors. When combining the three techniques, the resulting MultiPrior network outperforms           
state-of-the-art methods such as DeepMedic and SPM segmentation on these data. The            
utility of the technique is demonstrated on a separate data set of patients with disorders of                
consciousness. We find volumetric differences between vegetative and minimally conscious          
patients, consistent with prior literature ​(20)​. We make the MultiPrior tool freely available             
(21)​in the hope that this will spawn further development and that it will be used in clinical                 
research project. 
 
 
METHODS 
 
Enhancing context awareness of a CNN 
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been used very successfully on a number of 2D              
image processing tasks ​(22,23)​. However, existing deep networks for 2D images are            
inadequate for extracting relevant features in MRI which is inherently 3D. The number and              
size of MRI datasets is continually increasing and methods for processing 3D volumes are              
 getting inefficient. Thus, 3D CNNs are gaining in popularity for image recognition ​(24)​.             
Extending the receptive field of the feature extractor without an increase in the number of               
parameters has been achieved through the use of atrous convolutional kernels ​(25)​, which             
process interactions between arbitrarily long distanced voxels in an image without the need             
to downsample the input. Similarly, pyramidal pooling uses multiple downsampling scales to            
capture long range features ​(26)​. It is also common to add spatial information to the model,                
by including absolute coordinates in an external channel ​(27) or including 3 orthogonal 2D              
inputs to account for volumetric context ​(28)​. It is also not uncommon to post-process the               
output of the network to take structural information into account. For example, conditional             
random fields can improve sharpness of boundaries in segmentations. Only recently have            
CRFs been able to implement prior knowledge on long-distance spatial relationships ​(25)​,            
thanks to more effective inference algorithms ​(29)​. 
 
The model designed in this work takes advantage of three sources of context or prior               
information: multiscale inputs for increasing the receptive field of the network (as            
implemented in the DeepMedic); addition of a TPM as an external channel containing             
probabilistic information on anatomy and spatial location, and finally post-processing of the            
outputs with a 3D CRF that contains prior information on structural/morphological constraints            
of the data. 
 
To explore the benefits of each of the three context modules, a generic volumetric deep               
convolutional neural network was created as a baseline (referred to as “vanilla CNN”). This              
network is roughly based on the DeepMedic, which is trained using sub-sections of the input               
image called ‘segments’ or image patches. The vanilla CNN is made of ten convolutional              
layers which work as feature extractors, followed by a classification layer into 7 classes. The               
first eight feature extraction layers are composed of volumetric convolutional kernels of size             
(3,3,3), and the last two have kernels of size (1,1,1). Nonlinear activations correspond to              
LeakyReLU units ​(30)​. We refer to this as the Detail path in Figure 1. 
 
I - Context path 
As in the original DeepMedic architecture, a common addition to boost the performance is a               
parallel convolutional pathway (Context path in Figure 1), which operates on an image patch              
encompassing a larger area of the input image. This is done in order to increase the                
receptive field of the network, which allows the segmentation to rely on the surrounding              
context. For instance, areas with uniform black patches are not background, but instead             
vesicles if they are in the interior of the skull. When working with volumetric inputs, extending                
the receptive field is expensive (as the input data, and therefore feature maps, grow with a                
power of 3), therefore the input to this pathway that processes a larger field of view pathway                 
is first downsampled. Features extracted from each scale are concatenated after the 8th             
layer of the model, after which feature extraction is done with kernels of size (1,1,1).  
 
II - Tissue Probability Map 
The tissue probability map (TPM) used in this work was taken from SPM8 ​(13) and extended                
by the work of ​(11) to cover the lower part of the head. It represents the prior probability of a                    
voxel belonging to a certain tissue class regardless of the actual voxel intensity. Because              
this dataset contains brain-related lesions, there is a lot of expected variation of the data               
 within the skull-cavity. Probability Maps of gray, white matter and CSF provide too strong              
priors from which we wish to deviate from. In order to allow for deviations from this prior                 
within the skull-cavity (referring to the area contained within the skull, composed of brain              
tissue and cerebrospinal fluid), probability maps for gray matter (GM), white matter (WM)             
and cerebrospinal-fluid (CSF) were joined to form a single brain mask. The resulting TPM              
includes skin, bone, sinus-cavities, brain mask and background (equal to 1 minus the other              
tissue probabilities). The logarithm of the probability ​𝜋​ji for voxel j and tissue i is added as an                  
extra feature at the end of the network (See Figure 1), assigning this value to the voxel ​x​j ​to                   
be classified. 
 
 
   
 
Inclusion of the tissue prior probabilities at layer L-1 acts as a channel extension of the                
feature maps x​ji​(L-1) ​for voxel ​j with ​i channels, now including features 𝜋​ji​. The outputs of this                 
layer are transformed by a nonlinear function f, in this case a Rectifier             
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a Rectifier for output of normalized class probabilities . The TPM values 𝜋​ji are weighted by        y
︿         
learnable kernel parameters v​jk​. Notice that the operation in this layer is differentiable and              
thus can be included as a neural network layer through which gradients can be propagated.               
Therefore values 𝜋​ji are in principle trainable after initialization with the TPM, and the TPM               
can be essentially updated during training. The addition of the TPM channel at the end of the                 
network requires an extension of the network to allow for further feature extraction and              
processing. Two layers were included with kernels of dimensions (1, 1, 1). Note that the TPM                
can also be constructed by averaging the training labels. In this case, how well the TPM                
represents the targets is representative of the training/test partitions and data           
variance/difficulty of the task. 
 
III - Fully connected CRF 
Adding a post-processing step based on a model of the input data has become a standard                
practice for segmentation of images using deep neural networks ​(29,31)​. The TPM does not              
encode prior knowledge of a specific tissue type being found surrounding another one.             
Topological information like connectivity of tissues is useful for producing a realistic            
segmentation map. Segmentation networks have often been used together with structural           
probabilistic models, such as Markov and conditional random fields (CRF) ​(15,25,29,32,33) ,            
that can assign probabilities to structures formed by different configurations of labels. They             
represent the segmentation output as a graph and therefore model interactions between            
labels assigned to neighboring voxels. A probabilistic graphical model is defined as a graph              
G(V,E) establishing statistical dependence between variables (nodes = voxels). The joint           
distribution of the whole graph (the probability of a certain configuration/labelling), is given as              
the sum of the energies/potentials for each clique in the graph (connected subgraphs).             
Inference for this joint distribution is computationally expensive, even when constrained to            
pairwise interactions. Krähenbühl and Koltun ​(29) showed that using a mean field            
 approximation for the joint distribution, and using Gaussian filters for the unary and pairwise              
potentials, one can efficiently perform inference steps over the whole graph, allowing the use              
of a densely connected CRF, where all possible pairs of nodes are modeled. In this paper                
we use an implementation for a 3D CRF taking into account edges connecting two voxels,               
meaning that the cliques are sums over all possible pairwise interactions; as well as all               
individual configurations of each node alone (unary potentials) which are initialized as the             
output probabilities of the CNN classifier and remain fixed.  
 
To compute these energies, we make use of features extracted directly from the image. The               
model therefore is conditioned on the input image and is a conditional model (Conditional              
Random Field). The overall energy of a given configuration of the whole graph is given by                
the sum of the unary energies (assignment of label ​x​i ​to one voxel ​i​, which is given by      (x )ψu i              
the output of the CNN) and the pairwise energies (a weighted sum over Gaussian         (x , x )ψp i  j       
kernels ​k​ applied in the feature space on all voxel pairs ​i​ and ​j​).  
 
           
 
 
 
 
Gaussian kernels ​k ​act on features ​f​i ​f​j from voxels ​i ​and ​j​. Features used are voxel position ​p​i                   
p​j ​and intensity value ​I​i ​I​j ​. Degree of ‘closeness’/’similarity’ is defined by the width of the                σ    
kernels , which are hyperparameters of the model. In this work two kernels ​k are used: a k                 
gaussian (smoothing) kernel ​k​(1) operating only on locations ​p​i ​p​j , and a bilateral filter or                 
appearance kernel ​k​(2)​ ​operating on location and intensity ​p​i​ , ​ ​I​i ​,​ ​p​j​  and ​ ​I​j ​.  
 
The weight matrix assigns a label-specific weight to voxel pairs and is shown below.   (x , )μ i xj             
Weights on this matrix represents the prior belief we have on observing a neighboring pair of                
labels of each class. This matrix penalizes neighboring voxels after processing with the             
gaussian kernels.  
 
  
Inference of the fully connected CRF is performed in an iterative fashion with the mean-field               
approximation. Learning of the parameters of the CRF (three kernel parameters , weights           σ    
w ​per filter, and the elements of the compatibility cost function , is performed through grid           μ      
search and based on the structural constraints of the data. 
 
 
Fully convolutional networks allow for efficient dense prediction 
Although the model receives an input image-patch of size (57,57,57), a single prediction             
voxel at the end of the network has a receptive field of (48,48,48). For a single voxel,                 
features are extracted on an area of that size until layer 8, after which the convolutional                
kernels of size (1,1,1) act as fully connected dense layers, which combine features along all               
channels, but not along spatial dimensions (this is how ‘fully-convolutional networks’ or            
FCNs have replaced the standard dense layers for classification at the end of CNNs ​(34)​.               
Each voxel of the (9,9,9) feature map can be seen as the end of an independent                
convolutional neural network predicting a class for a single voxel. Any increment in size of               
the input patch above (48,48,48) generates a dense prediction of multiple single voxels,             
taking advantage of the redundancy that neighboring patches have on their overlap and             
speeding up the training process. Although in theory the complete image can be given as an                
input, this will require sufficient GPU memory to allocate space for all parameter tensors and               
data, which is not feasible for large models and high resolution volumetric input images.              
Using 12 patches of size 171​3 ​to cover the whole input image, segmentation time of a                
complete MRI scan with isotropic resolution of 1 mm takes roughly 40s.  
 
Data preprocessing 
Dependence on location priors requires the input data to be spatially aligned to the TPM.               
Spatial alignment into a common space (isotropic voxels 1x1x1 mm​3​, matching the TPM             
dimensions) is done with the affine coregistration functions of SPM8 ​(35,36)​. We then             
z-score each scan to have zero mean and standard deviation to harmonize the data across               
subjects. Because the network uses surrounding context of a voxel to predict its class, in               
order to produce a full segmentation without losing borders, the input image is previously              
zero padded. Note that the TPM already works as a prior mask for brain tissue, so there is                  
no need for a skull-stripping step, which is standard in public databases for annual              
brain-segmentation challenges (BRATS, ISLES). 
 
 
 
 Model training 
Training was set to reduce the Generalized Dice Score ​(37,38) between the predicted             
segmentation by the network and the ground-truth provided by the manual segmentations.            
The (binary) Dice Score has been used as a loss function ​(39) to overcome class imbalance                
(38)​, which is a common problem when working with volumetric images, where some             
classes, such as background or skin, vastly dominate the image-space compared to other             
classes, such as gray and white matter. The Generalized Dice loss, extended to ​C target               
classes, was defined as: 
 
 
where for each voxel ​i in the image, ​p​ci is a vector with probability values for each tissue                  
class ​c ​as output from the neural network; analogous to the given ground-truth ​g​ci which is a                 
one-hot encoding of the target classes for that voxel (1 if class is present, 0 for all other                  
classes). This loss is to minimize ranges from ​C (zero agreement in all classes) to 0                
(complete agreement in all classes) over all voxels N in a training batch.  
 
The training data consists of T1-weighted MRI scans from 37 individuals that suffered from              
ischemic stroke and 4 healthy subjects. Ground truth labels consist of segmentations            
generated by SPM8 that were manually corrected, resulting in 7 classes (background, sinus             
cavities, skin, bone, cerebrospinal fluid, white matter and gray matter). Model performance is             
compared based on the Dice score along 5 test set partitions, accounting for all 41 scans in                 
the data set. All models were implemented in Keras, and trained on an Nvidia GeForce GTX                
1080 GPU.  
 
Generalization performance was obtained through 5-fold cross validation with test-set          
partitions of ~7 scans and a training set containing ~24 scans. During training, performance              
was monitored in a validation set of 3 scans, and convergence was established when one of                
the followings occurs: (1) the Dice score on the whole-scan segmentation of the validation              
set does not increase in three consecutive epochs; (2) the Dice score does not change over                
a predefined threshold of 0.001 during 4 consecutive epochs, saving the best performing             
model for evaluation on the test set. Due to the large computational load for all possible                
overlapping patches of a scan, for each epoch we took the largest possible amount of               
patches allowed in memory (roughly 250 per scan). These were sampled along all scans              
present in the training set, to make sure that each batch contains samples from every               
subject in the dataset. These were fed into the network into batches of size 64. No strong                 
overfitting behavior was observed, so regularization was kept low, with no dropout and L2              
penalty on model weights of 1e-05. Learning rate used was of 5e-05, and adapted              
automatically with the Adam optimizer ​(40)​.  
 
Model comparison 
For evaluation of a segmentation, we compare the full image against the ground-truth image.              
To measure how similar the segmentation is to the ground-truth, we use the Generalized              
Dice Score, now computed as the average of each individual class’s Dice score, ranging              
between 0 (zero agreement over all classes) and 1 (perfect agreement over all classes). In               
 this case the output vector ​p​ci ​contains only binary values, so the Generalized Dice Score               
can be interpreted as measuring overlap agreement. In this work we simply refer to the               
Generalized Dice score as Dice Score used as an evaluation metric.  
 
  
Figure 1: Architecture of the different 3D segmentation approaches. Each one of the three              
independent approaches is color-coded. Vanilla 3D convolutional network (black arrows) consists of a             
10 layers deep CNN, of which the first 8 have (3,3,3) kernels, and the last layers have (1,1,1) kernels                   
followed by a softmax activation unit. This network takes detail of the image in a patch of 27​3 voxels                   
around the voxel to be classified. Context is added by processing a larger volume of 51​3 voxels                 
around the center voxel to be classified, which is then downsampled by a factor of 3 to a lower                   
resolution, resulting in a volume of size 17​3​. This parallel pathway consists of 8 layers of (3,3,3)                 
kernels before merging with the feature maps of the main pathway. A tissue probability map (TPM) is                 
added to implement spatial priors (Blue arrow) performed at the end of the CNN. A 3D conditional                 
random field (CRF) is added to the output to implement morphological priors and smoothen the               
segmentation results (Green arrow). 
 
RESULTS 
 
Prior probabilities, morphological priors and context all improve performance 
We designed a three-dimensional convolutional neural network for segmentation with the           
architecture defined in Figure 1. In the simplest version the (Detail) network takes a single               
volume around the voxel to be segmented. In the following this is referred to as the Vanilla                 
network. To train this network and evaluate the merits of different additional priors and              
context information we use hand-segmented MRI scans. This includes 37 stroke patients            
and four healthy subjects with normal anatomies. Based on this ground truth we can              
objectively judge the benefits of each addition to the Vanilla network (Figure 1): spatial prior               
information implemented with a tissue probability map (TPM), morphological prior          
 information implemented with conditional random fields (CRF), and image context by adding            
a low-resolution wide field-of-view input (Context). As a point of reference we first establish              
baseline performance with SPM8, which is a widely-used neuroimaging tool that has an             
automated segmentation routine based on single-voxel intensity and a TPM. On the 41             
heads SPM8 obtains an average Dice score of 0.67. It performs well on heads with standard                
anatomies (Figure 2A, red lines), but in the presence of lesions, it failed to capture the lesion                 
areas correctly (Figure 3C, SPM8, and Figure 5). The Vanilla model trained on this data               
achieves a similar test-set performance compared to SPM8 (average Dice=0.66; Figure 2A).            
Dice scores are significantly improved by separately adding to the Vanilla network one of the               
followings: CRF (Figure 2CD; p=9 x 10​-7​, paired rank-sum Wilcoxon test, N=41); TPM             
(Figure 2EF; p=2 x 10​-8​); Context (Figure 2GH; p=2 x 10​-8​). The addition of the TPM and the                  
Context shows the largest increase (Figure 2IJ). 
 
Figure 2: Every context/prior added to a vanilla convolutional neural network improves            
performance significantly. ​Performance on test set is compared in terms of Dice score: (A)              
compares between SPM8 and the Vanilla CNN; (C) shows the improvement of Dice by adding a CRF                 
for post-processing (p=9 x 10​-7​, N=41, Wilcoxon’s paired rank-sum test); (E) shows the improvement              
by including a TPM (p=2 x 10​-8​); (G) shows the improvement of adding Context with a wider field of                   
view (p=2 x 10​-8​); (I) shows the effect of adding a TPM to a network that is equivalent to DeepMedic,                    
namely a network containing the Detail and Context path as shown in Figure 1. Blue lines correspond                 
to patients with lesions, while red lines are the three healthy subjects in the test sets. Respective                 
confusion matrices (BDFH) show the type of class errors that are corrected in each case. On the                 
diagonal of the confusion matrices, blue indicates increase of correct class classification and red              
means decrease of segmentation accuracy; in the off-diagonal cells in the confusion matrices, red              
represents reduction in segmentation errors and blue indicates increase in segmentation errors.            
(CRF: conditional random field; TPM: tissue probability map; Bkg: background; GM: gray matter; WM:              
white matter; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid.) 
 
Note that the Vanilla + Context network in Figure 2I is essentially a previous approach               
known as the DeepMedic network ​(15)​. While adding TPM further into this network does not               
show much improvement in terms of the Dice score (Figure 2I), we do notice the increase of                 
segmentation accuracy indicated by the confusion matrix (Figure 2J). The benefits of adding             
TPM into DeepMedic network can also be seen in two examples in Figure 3. Without the                
 TPM, cerebrospinal fluid is often confused with air, which is an obvious anatomical mistake              
(Figure 3A, Vanilla+Context); also brain tissue is sometimes found outside the skull (Figure             
3B, Vanilla+Context). These are corrected with the spatial priors encoded in the TPM (Figure              
2FJ, and Figure 3AB). 
 
Morphological prior information can be implemented through the CRF as an additional            
post-processing step to all algorithms, including SPM8 (Figure 3C). The CRF can correct             
some errors in relative placement of tissues by penalizing segmentations with unexpected            
neighbors, e.g. skin can not touch brain. Such errors can occur with the DeepMedic as it has                 
no bias against finding skin in the middle of the brain. In contrast, when taking the TPM into                  
account in the Multiprior network many of these errors are corrected (Figure 3).  
 
 
Figure 3: Examples of common segmentation errors for three stroke subjects and corrections 
by the MultiPriors model. ​Each row corresponds to one subject. The ground-truth from manual 
segmentation is on the first column, followed by the T1 weighted MRI that is used as an input for the 
segmenter, next are segmentations from the Vanilla + Context network (A,B) and SPM8 (C) compared 
to the segmentation from the MultiPriors.  
 
 
 
 The MultiPriors model achieves the best performance 
When combining all three enhancements (TPM, CRF, Context) we obtain the strongest            
performance (Figure 4). Most importantly, removing any of the elements of the MultiPriors             
network reduces its performance: Dice score reduced by 0.7% when removing the TPM             
(p=0.13, N=41, paired rank-sum test), by 1.0% when removing the CRF (p=3 x 10​-6​), and by                
2.5% when removing the Context processing pathway ( p=2 x 10​-4​).  
 
 
Figure 4: Additions of prior information or context improve segmentation          
performance. ​(Left) Dice scores for each test-set subject increase with each addition            
(Conditional Random Fields, Wide Field of View and Tissue Probability Maps). Mean            
performance value on each set (N=41) is marked by a black line. The MultiPriors uses all                
modules and shows the best performance. Results per tissue class are displayed (Right) for              
the Vanilla with Context processing (DeepMedic) and for the Multipriors.  
 
MultiPrior network resolves differences in patients with disorders of consciousness 
To demonstrate the utility of the trained network we also test it on an out-of-sample task.                
Namely, we applied the MultiPrior network trained on stroke heads to 52 head MRIs from               
patients in vegetative or minimally conscious state ​(41)​. Subjects in minimally conscious            
state show intermittent signs of consciousness despite severe brain damage, and have            
higher chances of improvement. This contrasts to vegetative state patients which exhibit no             
signs of consciousness and usually have a worse prognosis. Distinguishing between these            
two conditions is not trivial and is still subject of research ​(20,42)​. Some anatomical features               
have been shown to correlate with the patient’s state. The segmentation task is challenging              
because these patients have quite abnormal anatomies (Figure 5). We quantified the volume             
of different tissues on the resulting segmentations and compare that to a clinical diagnosis of               
their level of consciousness.  
 
We find decreased gray matter volume and an increase in cerebrospinal fluid in vegetative              
state patients as opposed to minimally conscious patients (Figure 6A and 6B, N= 47, p= 2 x                 
10​-3 and p= 2 x 10​-2​, Mann-Whitney U test). Both these metrics have been previously linked                
 to these conditions ​(20,42)​. In contrast, white matter volume, not an established biomarker,             
showed no significant difference (Figure 6C, p=0.26, N=47, Mann-Whitney U test). ​This            
demonstrates the utility of this automated segmentation approach in clinical applications. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Segmentation of head and brain for patients with disorders of consciousness.             
Segmentation is based on T1-weighted MRI. MultiPriors outperforms automated segmentation of           
SPM. This MRI is from a patient in minimally conscious state. The enlarged ventricles (CSF colored                
blue) are not recognized by SPM as it presents a large deviation to a standard atlas. Notice how SPM                   
outlines small ventricles as would be expected from a healthy subject. As a consequence this also                
affects recognition of white and gray matter. The “ground truth” comes from an automated              
segmentation with SPM that has then been corrected manually. 
 
Figure 6: Anatomical differences between vegetative and minimally conscious state. ​Subjects           
in vegetative state (VS, N=20) differ from subjects in a minimally conscious state (MCS, N=27) on                
relative volume of gray matter tissue, cerebrospinal fluid, but not white matter volume.  
 
 
 
 DISCUSSION 
Convolutional neural networks are by design shift invariant. They are thus able to recognize              
objects regardless of the position in an image. This has made these models a powerful tool                
in natural image parsing like the Imagenet database, where objects have no intrinsic             
correlation with their absolute position in an image frame. This is however not the case in                
biomedical images, where a standard imaging protocol is followed in order to make more              
reliable clinical diagnoses. In T1-weighted MRIs, the CSF filled area in the brain created by               
the stroke, appears black with a similar intensity to that of background and air filled sinus                
cavities. However, as human observer we can easily discern the difference based on             
locations: black areas inside the head are either sinus cavities or CSF-filled lesions of the               
brain. Adding prior probabilities maps can easily resolve such conflicts. A convolutional            
network that does not take into account prior information should in theory still be capable of                
correcting these mistakes in anatomy, by enlarging the field-of-view to recognize relevant            
contextual information for each region. Thus, we find that the largest gains can be achieved               
with either an increased field-of-view or prior spatial information, and both combined gives             
the most reliable results.  
 
The performance of all the final models is in the range of 75-90% for voxel label agreement                 
(Dice score). Most of the residual errors are edge/boundary mistakes, which dominate in             
brain images. Labeling the highly folded surface of the cortex and gray-matter is a difficult               
task, even for human segmenters, given that biological boundaries are seldom clear. Thus,             
the “truth data” likely contain a lot of noise. For instance, in T1-weighted images bone and                
CSF are both dark and the boundary between the two must be surmised rather than derived                
from the images. In this context, it should be noted that the manual segmentations used here                
are actually semi-automatic. Based on a segmentation of SPM8 a human segmenter with             
ample experience in stroke segmentation corrects the errors of the SPM8. All networks are              
then trained on these data. This means that the results may be biased in favour of SPM8,                 
and that the trained networks may perform better if more faithful segmentations were             
available for training.  
 
In this work we have extended the conditional random field ​(29) to work over four               
dimensions (intensity, x, y, z). We also added multiclass conditional probabilities which are             
particularly well suited to implement anatomical constraints. The CRF was added as a             
post-processing step. But recent work leverages mean field approximation to convert the            
CRF into a recurrent convolutional neural network ​(43)​. While we have not implemented this              
here, a fixed number of iterations of this recurrence can be readily added as an additional                
layers to the Multiprior network. In this way the fully-integrated network can be trained              
coupling the learning of the parameters of the dense CRF with the learning of the               
parameters of the deep convolutional network. This would allow to train the spatial priors              
(unary potentials in the CRF) as well as the neighborhood priors (pairwise potentials), along              
with the features extraction (conditional probabilities). 
 
In general, as the amount of training data increases, there is decreased need to implement               
prior information. We currently specified prior information “by hand”, namely, neighborhood           
priors were selected based on anatomical knowledge, and location priors were taken from             
existing tissue probability maps. However, the network architecture we have developed here            
 can in principle also update these priors based on additional training data. As such, one can                
conceive of the Multiprior architecture as having dedicated storage modules to memorize            
prior information in a concise and interpretable code. As long as datasets are limited in size,                
explicit priors will aid segmentation performance. And even if data volumes grow in time,              
good initial priors will remain useful starting points to accelerate training.  
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